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Hyster-Yale Materials Handling (HY:NYSE)
Financial Analysis By: Matthew Darcy – Industrials

Company Profile as of 2/19/2015
Market Price: $67.46
Industry: Industrial Machinery
Market Cap: $1.04B
52-Week: $108.13 - $62.19
Beta: 1.47

Source
Siena
Capital IQ
Yahoo Finance
Bloomberg

Target Price
$87.06
$75.67
$75.67
$75.67

Recommendation
Buy
Hold
Hold
Hold

Thesis
-Product Innovations will positively impact Sales Price and Warranty Expenses.
-Reducing Cost of Production
-As the company increases Unit Sales, they Increase the market for Replacement Parts.
Recommendation
Hyster-Yale Materials Handling is a BUY. They are focused on Product innovation that will decrease the cost of owning their
equipment to the costumers. This will allow for an increase in sales price per Unit as the products become more desirable to
customers. The decreasing cost to customers will also decrease Warranty Expenses to Hyster-Yale. They also have focused on
Reducing Cost of Production by building a new factory in Brazil, Implementing new IT Systems, and modifying their products to use
Common Components. The building of a new factory is an attempt by the company to reach Economies of Scale, at which they will
see reduced operating costs in the future. The increase in production has other implications as well. The company is in the business of
selling Replacement Parts for their Trucks, which currently makes up 13% of sales. As the company increases its sales of lift trucks,
they will create more potential customers for the replacement parts. In this way growth perpetuates more growth.

Company Overview
Hyster-Yale Materials Handling is a designer, manufacturer, and servicer of a large product line of lift trucks, under the brand names,
Hyster, Yale, and UTILEV. There are 6 classifications of Lift Trucks with maximum Capabilities of lifting from up to 5.5 tons to up to
52 tons. The company’s customers range from Manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers, to Shipping ports. The company also sells
aftermarket parts required for the maintenance of the trucks, under the brand names UNISOURCE, MULTIQUIP, and PREMIER.
The parts can be used to service competing brand trucks as well. Hyster-Yale is a global company, with a presence in Australia, Brazil,
China, England, India, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Northern Ireland, The Philippines, The Netherlands, The United States, and Vietnam. The
company was spun-off from NACCO Materials Handling in 2012, and
currently has no net debt. The CEO of Hyster-Yale is CEO of NACCO, but
this is not a worry, because his compensation from Hyster-Yale is $4.1 million
in Stock awards while his Compensation from NACCO is only $818,989 in
Stock awards.
Product Innovation
Hyster-Yale has been focusing on Reducing Cost of Ownership to customers.
This means that customers will be willing to pay more for the products as
Hyster-Yale continues to make them more fuel efficient, and durable. The
company recently acquired Nuvera Fuel Cells Inc. from Hess Corp. The
strategy is to integrate Nuvera’s clean energy fuel cells into the Hyster-Yale lift
trucks. This will optimize the energy efficiency of the lifts, as well as make the
products more capable of operating indoors. It also makes the company the soul producer of replacement parts for the newly
innovated product line. Another implication of the company’s continuous improvement strategy is that the company has been
modifying the Products to use as many of the same parts as possible. This will make it cheaper for the parts to be built, decreasing the
cost of switching over production lines. The company can produce a bunch of the same part instead of producing small amounts of a
variety of parts. This means the parts can be sold cheaper, and therefore the customer will enjoy a lower cost of maintaining the lift
trucks.
All of these factors will add to the customer’s decision to buy Hyster-Yale products, and will allow the company to increase its sales
price. This will help the company realize their desire to increase profit margins.
The reduced cost of Ownership also decreases Hyster-Yale’s Warranty expenses, because the company does not need to make good on
their promise to fix products as often. This will also help increase profit margins.
Reduced Cost of Production
Hyster-Yale has set a goal for a 7% Operating profit margin, within the next 3 to 5 years. The company will likely not see this margin in
2015 but it has an advantageous position to move towards that goal in the years following. In the proforma forecast a 6% long term
operating profit margin was used in order to account for possible failure to reach that goal, and still produced a 31% upside potential.
If this company can make good on the 7% margin by 2017 then the company’s value would be extremely higher than its current price.
The company’s main tactics of achieving this goal are the Implementation of new IT Systems in manufacturing, the building of a new
plant in Brazil, and the modification of products to use common components.
The company began implementing a new IT system throughout the company known as System Applications Products (SAP). SAP is
an Enterprise Resource Planning system, which basically means that it helps integrate all aspects of the business, from corporate to
manufacturing to retail. The company is already seeing benefits from the program in Brazil and Italy, and has created a Team of
employees who are travelling from location to location, setting up the software and helping with change management. It was stated
that the previous systems were quit old so the new SAP system should have a very positive effect.
The new Plant in Brazil is an assembly plant for lift trucks. The new factory will be more efficient, as the company strives for its goal to
reach Economies of Scale. The factory is already equipped with the updated IT System so they will immediately see the benefits upon
startup of production.
The company’s plan to integrate Common Components between the product lines is also going to affect the cost of production. It will
reduce costs in both the aftermarket parts segment, and the lift truck segment. This will increase profit margins across the board.

Replacement Parts Market
Hyster-Yale is one of the largest manufactures of lift trucks in the world in
terms of Units Sold. They have estimated that there are currently 815,000
of their own lift trucks in operation currently, and this number will
continue to rise upon completion of the factory in Brazil. As unit sales rise
the company increases the number of customers available for its
aftermarket sales. This means that, as the company grows, it creates a
market for itself with aftermarket parts. The sale of replacement parts is a
significant portion of Hyster-Yale’s revenue, and it would benefit the
company greatly to see growth in this area.
Summary
Hyster-Yale is a Buy with an upside potential of 31%. Even when using
conservative Assumptions for Operating margin the proforma still finds the stock undervalued. This mispricing is due to the market
overlooking the increasing operating margin that Hyster-Yale will see in the future. This increase will be created through product
innovations, and a reduction in costs through improved technology, a new lift assembly plant, and the use of common components in
products. In conclusion this company has positioned itself to grow well in the upcoming years, due to the fact that growth in unit sales,
driven by the plant in Brazil, will increase growth in aftermarket sales.
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